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Objectness as Subjectivity
Performativity theory posits that identity is established through a form of role playing in which we present ourselves according to our perceptions of the cultural expectations of what we should be (see Bennett 1998, 265-269). According to literary theorist Judith Butler, gender is performed in this way through repeated acts similar to those carried out in a theatrical context. Butler distinguishes this performance from the popular belief that gender results from particular characteristics and activities based on biological differences between the sexes. Rather, she argues that gender is not obvious prior to the "various acts, postures, and gestures by which it is dramatized and known" (1997, 411). In taking this stance, Butler exposes the role of performance to maintain cultural expectations and stereotypes about gender.
Dance provides an interesting model for examining the performative nature of gender because the dancer's experience of subjective understanding comes through an awareness of physical presence and movement. This bodily recognition of the self, however, is altered by the performance context, which places the subject on stage before a viewing audience, thus transforming the dancer into an object of the spectator's gaze. this subject/object dualism in favor of an intersubjective model. Rainer's choreography exposed the artifice of her performance by treating the dancing body as a material object. She downplayed the dancer's personality, neutralizing the dramatic appeal of the performer and focusing instead on the body's movement alone. Based on her own experience as a dancer with remarkable "stage presence," Rainer wanted to develop a choreographic practice to disrupt the dynamic of power and desire traditionally existing between performer and audience. This interest in eliminating persona from dance offers cues to the selfs representation in performance. Her work allows us to explore how the dancer performs him/her self on stage and how the viewer regards that performative act.
In a 1997 dissertation on gender and autobiography in the Judson Dance Theater, Leslie Satin discussed how many artists of the I960s employed the trope of the body as object (6o-6i). Satin talks about the practice, in dance, of reading the unadorned body as an object, not as an individual sentient being, but in terms of its material qualities of mass and volume, as well as its spatial relationships to other objects/bodies. As she points out, such inquiry held implications for artists who were rethinking the concept of the body, as well as for those exploring the nature of objects. Furthermore, considering the body as an object suggested new questions about the relationship of the body to the self, and the body's significance regarding the performing self. In other words, one must wonder how the self is represented when the body is treated as an object. This question is complicated further by considering dance in terms of the dancer's embodied experience. Understood dually as an object of the spectator's gaze and as an active subject aware of her or his own agency to enact the dance, she/he must reconcile a sense of personal identity within this shifting terrain of performance.
Paradoxically, Rainer's treatment of the dancing body as an object also allowed her to highlight her subjectivity as a dancer. Ann Daly has addressed this contradiction in Rainer's work saying, "[she] was able to seize objectness as her subjectivity where other performers (such as ballerinas) were trained to subordinate their subjectivity--their personality, their style, their thoughtful interpretation-to further their role as object, as display" (quoted in Satin 1997, 95). Daly here refers to the tradition in ballet to characterize the performer as an idealized fantastical being--the Swan Queen in Swan Lake, or The Nutcracker's Sugar Plum Fairy or Nutcracker Prince-who then performs for the viewer's visual pleasure (see Alderson 1987, 290-304; Novack 1993, 34-47). By contrast, Rainer's practice of focusing on her body as an object resisted any such transformation, thus she was able to retain her own identity, and not perform in character.
In a 199o article entitled "Mining the Dancefield: Spectacle, Moving Subjects and Feminist Theory," Ann Cooper Albright demonstrates that strategies of contemporary dance, such as those used by Rainer, challenge the traditional relationship between performer and audience in order to assert the dancer's subjectivity (33). To support her thesis, Albright draws on the ideas of Jessica Benjamin, a clinical psychoanalyst who proposed an alternative to previous models of establishing individuality and self (see Benjamin 1986, 78-o10i; I998). Instead of a dualistic opposition between desiring subject and the object desired, Benjamin posits an intersubjective model of desire in which two individuals might acknowledge each other's subjectivity while maintaining their own (I986, 92). This model is radical in that it discards the belief that separation is necessary for establishing subjectivity. According to Benjamin, the subject does not have to control or dominate the other in order to affirm his or her independence. While the self exists a priori, it must have the other's response and recognition to develop. As Benjamin explains however, the self is not realized in opposition to the other, instead it emerges within a context of connection and relatedness. She writes, "The intersubjective mode assumes the paradox that in being with the other, I may experience the most profound sense of self' (1986, 92 This connection is further supported by the relationship of Diane DiPrima and other Beat poets to these dancers through their activity at the Judson Poets League. However, unlike these Beat artists and writers who culled imagery from marginalized sources for poetic effect, the Judson dancers' opposition to the emotional expressivity of dance parallels the move away from subjectivity and illusionism in visual art by Morris and his Minimalist colleagues. After his divorce from Forti, Morris and Rainer became romantically involved and the couple lived together from around 1964 until 1968 (Morris 20oo; Rainer 1974, 9). It was during this time that Rainer began to explore ideas associated with Minimalism in art in her choreographic work. For Rainer, Minimalism implied neutrality, a removal of the drama and theatricality that had characterized previous modern dance. Instead of representing the dancer as a persona, she saw that the dancer's body could be "handled like an object, picked up and carried-and that objects and bodies could be interchangeable" (quoted in Bear and Sharp 1972, 50). Unlike other dancers interested in the body-as-object, Rainer's attitude toward this concept did not focus on concerns of spatial interaction and phenomenological perception; rather, for her, interpreting the body as an object allowed the dancer to reject the projection of a persona and act simply as "neutral purveyor of information" (quoted in Bear and Sharp 1972, 50).
Rainer's search for what she described as a "different way to move" began in September 1964, while in Diisseldorf with Morris who was there preparing for an exhibition. Morris's presence at this time does not imply causality or direct influence, but demonstrates how the circumstances of Morris's relationship with Rainer allowed for opportunities where ideas could be exchanged either specifically or in more general terms. In her own work, Rainer hoped to abandon the eccentric types of found actions she had previously been using, and she looked to her body for inspiration. She recalls: What impressed Rainer about Check was that, although the action was completely visible to the audience, the piece remained inaccessible. "Simple, undistinctive [sic] activities," she explained, "made momentous through their inaccessibility... another device designed to counter the venerable convention of serving it all up on a platter" (1974, 45). In addition to the spectacle of performance itself, the "it" that Rainer references may remark on the convention of dance to communicate a story or emotion for the audience to share or appreciate. In light of Rainer's interests, however, she seems to suggest further that the dancer also "serves herself up" to the spectator for display and deliberate consumption.
Trying to replicate the effect of Check, Rainer decided to avoid any sense of continuity or progression between movement combinations in Parts of Some Sextets. She relied instead on interruption and repetition, devices she had used before, to break the flow of the piece. As Rainer explained, "both factors were to produce a 'chunky' continuity, NO to spectacle no to virtuosity no to transformations and magic and makebelieve no to the glamour and transcendency of the star image no to the heroic no to the anti-heroic no to trash imagery no to involvement of performer or spectator no to style no to camp no to seduction of spectator by the wiles of the per- 1966, 59 ).6 Like theoretical treatises by visual artists such as Morris and Donald Judd, Rainer's text contributed to the public's knowledge of work that was often found baffling or discounted as too banal. Rainer's remarks furthermore allude to a transformative process witnessed in performance. On stage, the dancer appears differently to her audience. She (or he) assumes a distinctive persona, which, as Rainer notes, involves the "seduction of spectator by the wiles of the performer" (1974, 51).
Intersubjectivity in Trio A and Morris's Minimalism
Rainer's aspiration to break the erotic bond between dancer and spectator led in 1965 to her creation of Trio A, a four-and-a half-minute sequence of movements for three people.' She choreographed the dance according to specific rules she established. Significantly, she decided never to allow herself to look at the audience. Believing her face to be the source of her charisma, Rainer thought she could eliminate its seductive power by denying it to the viewer (quoted in Blumenthal I999, 6263).8 Instead she closed her eyes or blocked her face whenever she turned toward the audience. At other times, she relied on movements with her head-twisting away, looking upward or offstage-to prevent herself from meeting the spectators' gaze (Blumenthal 1999, 63). She also chose movements that did not mimic everyday activities, but which came from the body's natural range of motions, such as shifting weight from one leg to another, bending at the waist or tilting the head. Although all three dancers performed the same movements simultaneously, their timing fell in and out of synchronicity based on how long each took to perform a particular step. Most radically, there were no transitions between gestures or changes in tempo of the performance, thus suggesting that no one movement was more important than any other.
Rainer By contrast Trio A's presentation of distinct actions in an unbroken, even manner cancels out this effect, calling attention instead to the actual time and energy, given his or her individual weight and mass, that the dancer needs to expend in order to complete the motion. Every step presented as equally important forces the viewer to watch each gesture with the same amount of attention. Furthermore, Rainer's emphasis on the literal presentation of movement challenged the appearance of dance as effortless or transcendent, and her refusal to look at the audience disrupted the usual dynamics of desire and seduction in dance performance. By revealing these elements previously hidden from the viewer, Rainer called attention to the artificiality of performance itself. In Trio A, she effectively defied the process of transformation that typically characterizes a dancer on stage by refusing to "perform" for her audience. Rainer danced according to the rules of the composition and the material conditions of weight, gravity, time, and space. Most importantly, she did not try to seduce the audience members into believing they were looking at something other than a body moving through space and time.
Morris likewise emphasized the viewer's perception of his work. In "Notes on Sculpture, Part 2," Morris expanded his theory of sculpture in phenomenological terms:
The object is but one of the terms in the newer esthetic. It is in some way more reflexive, because one's awareness of oneself existing in the same space as the work is stronger than in previous work, with its many internal relationships. One is more aware than before that he himself is establishing relationships as he apprehends the object from various positions and under varying conditions of light and space. (1993, I5) Morris thus posited that the viewer understands real space physically, constructing internal knowledge based on the phenomenological apprehension of other objects sharing the same space, architectural surroundings, and conditions.
The interplay between Morris's Minimalist objects and bodily experience was first demonstrated by Column (1961) (Fig. 3) . Two-feet square, eight-feet high and painted gray, this sculpture debuted, not in an art gallery, but at the Living Theater in New York in 1962.10 Placed vertically on an empty stage, Column remained on end for threeand-a-half minutes before being pulled over by a string held off stage. It then lay horizontally for another three and a half minutes before the lights went out and the performance ended. Wanting the object to appear to move of its own volition, Morris had intended to stand inside the hollow structure and fall over, causing it to topple. During a rehearsal, however, he suffered a head injury from the fall and he chose to substitute a pull-string in the actual performance. In Column, built to human scale, Morris devised an object which served as a surrogate for himself, or some other live performer, by seeming to execute fundamental postures of standing tall and lying prostrate. Like a dancing body, it "performed" a sequence of choreographed movements over a set period of time, reacting to conditions of material weight, gravity, and space.
In subsequent dances, Morris used objects to generate movement because they did not dominate other aspects of the performance. He explained that, in dances such as Arizona (1963) and Site (1964) (Fig. I) , the items themselves were not important, but provided the "means for dealing with specific problems" such as time and space (1965, i8o). In a November 9, 2000 fax, Morris linked his use of objects to determine dance sequences to his methodology in making sculpture:
Finding ways to get the body moving--and having this movement be generated by the manipulation of objects so that the resultant movement became the dance was the challenge ... pace the comparable a priori methods involved in construction to generate my sculptural objects of the early i96os. This new structural armature opened up the making for me on both fronts-i.e., a kind of automation that foreclosed the 'expression' involved in pointing the toe (dance), or adding a little more on the left (sculpture) offered a new freedom.
Thus, for Morris, objects used as props helped him solve the problem of intentionality in artistic-decision making. Accordingly, he believed the process of art-making no longer to be a conscious individual undertaking; the interaction between artist and materials could yield a final product without any visible trace of the artist's presence.
Looking closer at Morris's work of the sixties, however, suggests that the constructed object held a more ambiguous place in relation to subjectivity than simply as a result of artistic labor. While the artist's indexical trace is seemingly absent, the objects Morris Morris's sculptural seduction of Rainer recalls her own charismatic appeal to the spectator of her dances. But, like her strategy to eliminate desire between performer and audience, Morris's objects, she observes, also resist the viewer. While Morris's work demands her participation, it refuses to reciprocate. Rainer furthermore assigned Morris's objects anthropomorphic qualities such as "silence," describing them as "noncommittal," and "non-communicative" to explain their resistance. She concludes, "In front of a Morris, I have a reverie; I wait for the object to 'look back' at me, then hold it responsible when it doesn't" (1967, 47). Rainer's remarks may be interpreted in light of her intimate involvement with the artist. Describing a sculpture by her lover of three years as "non-committal" and "non-communicative" could imply more than a critical attempt at poetic metaphor. Rainer's comments may reflect her feelings toward Morris directly and refer to concerns she had about their personal relationship. Nevertheless, the exchange Rainer describes demonstrates the altered dynamics she perceived in the viewer's sculptural encounter. 
